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Name/ ESR Number:  Xiao Ling/ ESR 6-2 

Beneficiary Institution: Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research 

Secondment location: Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK 

Duration of secondment: 4 weeks (19. September – 14. October 2016) 

 

I. Objectives 

For the secondment, our objective was to use Hyperspectral image analysis 

(HIA)[1] to resolve the so-called pure spectral components existing in Nafion 

membranes and compare the results with that from the multivariate curve 

resolution-alternating least square fitting (MCR)[2]. Thus, we would be able to 

learn the advantages/disadvantages of the two methods in terms of decomposing 

processing data and finding the components in the data. The processing data, 

which we obtained in the H2O/D2O exchange experiment in Nafion membranes, 

consist of CARS spectra as a function of time. We measured two different types of 

commercial Nafion membranes. They were N212 (solution-casting membrane) 

and N117 (extrusion membrane). Since we lacked of the prior knowledge of the 

components in the two membranes, we decomposed the processing data 

accordingly: 

 

(1) Decompose data of N117 and N212 separately; 

(2) Decompose data of N117 and N212 together with a certain “spectral guide”.  

 

II. Experiments 

Sample preparation:  

The data of N117 and N212 were from the H2O/D2O exchange measurement 

using coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering spectroscopy (CARS). Singular value 

decomposition [ref] is used for noise filtering of the raw CARS spectra. Then, 

Imχ(3) is subtracted from the noised-filtered spectra using the Phase-Corrected 

Kramers-Kronig Method[1]. 

 

Experiment 1: Decompose data of N117 and N212 separately. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1: Pure spectral components (left) and their concentrations change as a function of time (right): N117 (top) and 
N212 (bottom). 

Figure 2: Comparison of the pure components from N117 (green) and N212 (black). The spectra are auto-scaled in order 
to show differences. From left to right, the spectra indicate the pure H2O, HOD and D2O, respectively.  

Experiment 2: Decompose data of N117 and N212 together with certain “spectral 

guide”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3: Top, the spectra of the pure components in the two Nafion membranes; four pure components, i.e. pure D2O 
(red), pure “bulk” H2O (black), pure non-bulk H2O and HOD (blue), are found. Bottom left, the concentration profile of 
the four pure components as a function of time in N117; bottom right, the concentration profile in N212.  
 

III. Conclusion 

 

In experiment 1, we decomposed the data from N117 and N212, and got three 

pure components for each type of Nafion membrane. This spectrum of pure H2O 

components in N117 blue shift compares to that in N212, while the spectrum of 

pure D2O in N117 is nearly identical to that in N212.  

 

In experiment 2, we obtained four pure components, which are D2O, bulk H2O, 

HOD and non-bulk H2O. The proportion of non-bulk H2O in H2O-saturated N117 

is significantly larger than that in N212.  

 

IV. Reflection 

I learned to use HIA (Hyperspectral image analysis) to analyze the processing data 

and obtained interesting results. It was a great experience working at Cardiff 

University. I was able to meet many new people involved with physics and also 



neuropsychology. The working environment was very similar to that of MPIP and 

Prof. Wolfgang Langbein and Prof. Paola Borri were both very supportive. I also 

appreciated the help from Dr. Francesco Masia. It was an overall positive and 

enriching experience. 
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Stephanie Jung

From: Paola Borri <BorriP@cardiff.ac.uk>

Sent: Mittwoch, 26. Oktober 2016 15:56

To: jungst@mpip-mainz.mpg.de

Subject: RE: Secondment Report- Xiao

Yes, I can confirm that the letter is correct. Best, Paola  

 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Stephanie Jung 
Sent:  26/ 10/ 2016 12:38 
To: Paola Borri 
Subject: RE: Secondment Report- Xiao 

Hi Paola, 

  

I hope you are well. Could you please check the contents of Xiao’s secondment report and tell me if it is correct and 

true? 

  

Thank you and kind regards, 

Steffi  

  

From: Stephanie Jung [mailto:jungst@mpip-mainz.mpg.de]  

Sent: Montag, 24. Oktober 2016 11:32 

To: 'Paola Borri' 

Subject: Secondment Report- Xiao 

  

Dear Paola, 

  

Could you please review the enclosed secondment report for Xiao and write back to confirm that the contents are 

correct and true? I need to document your confirmation for the EU.  

  

Many thanks and kind regards, 

Steffi 

  

  

FINON Program Manager 

Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research 

Ackermannweg 10 

55128 Mainz, Germany 

Tel: +49 6131-379-549 
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